USA XO Update 15JUL21

• ESC Meeting 18/19 NOV-Oslo, Norway
  • US ESC (RADM Selby Prep) Late OCT/Early NOV (TBD)
  • Face to Face vs. Virtual Decision Mid AUG (NOR COVID Decision)

• WG Updates
  • ToRs review to NIPO NLT AUG (EWG/PWG-USA, SAWG-DEN)
  • Sub Working Groups Model (HPWG)
  • See Next Slide

• Iceberg Tagging Experiment (13-23 AUG IVO Disko Island; POC J. Woods)

• ICE-PPR Air Deployments (RCAF AUG-Confirmed), (USAF-Rescheduled)

• Upcoming Meetings:
  US WG Principals Update
  -WED 01 SEP 1500 East
  -WED 03 NOV 1500 East (Prep for ESC Meeting)
-18-19 NOV 21-Executive Steering Committee Annual Meeting (NOR)
  -WED 01 DEC 1500 East (Wrap up from ESC Meeting; Set Schedule for 2022)
Working Group (WG)/Sub Working Groups (SWG)

• US Only Proposal
  • Can be US ONLY SWG/Focus Area to capture **ALL US Discussions**; Even prior to International Discussion

• Needs Proposal/Discussion at International SAWG Meeting (DEN Host)
  • Threshold is 3+ Nations to have Intl SWG

• Communications SWG result from Lab Commanders Sync (Arsenault (USCG))

• Navigation SWG proposal being drafted from ONR/NOR Cruise on KV Svalbard (NOR CG)
  • May Include Charting, Ice Navigation, Remote Sensing/Modeling/Obs (cross cutting with EWG)